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THE PROOF OF A2 CONJECTURE IN A GEOMETRICALLY DOUBLING METRIC
SPACE
FEDOR NAZAROV, ALEXANDER REZNIKOV, AND ALEXANDER VOLBERG
ABSTRACT. We give a proof of the A2 conjecture in geometrically doubling metric spaces (GDMS),
i.e. a metric space where one can fit not more than a fixed amount of disjoint balls of radius r in
a ball of radius 2r. Our proof consists of three main parts: a construction of a random “dyadic”
lattice in a metric space; a clever averaging trick from [3], which decomposes a “hard” part of a
Calderón-Zygmund operator into dyadic shifts (adjusted to metric setting); and the estimates for
these dyadic shifts, made in [16] and later in [19].
1. INTRODUCTION
Recall that in [17] it was proved that
Theorem 1.1. If T is an arbitrary operator with a Calderón–Zygmund kernel, then
‖T‖L2(w)→L2,∞(w)+‖T ′‖L2(w−1)→L2,∞(w−1) ≤ 2‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w)
≤C ([w]A2 +‖T‖L2(w)→L2,∞(w)+‖T ′‖L2(w−1)→L2,∞(w−1)).
By T ′ we denote the adjoint operator. Here of course only the right inequality is interesting.
And it is unexpected too. The weak and strong norm of any operator with a Calderón–Zygmund
kernel turned out to be equivalent up to additive term [w]A2 . From this we obtained in [17] the
result which holds for any Calderón–Zygmund operator.
Theorem 1.2. ‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) ≤C · [w]A2 log(1+[w]A2).
By A2 conjecture people understand the strengthening of this claim, where the logarithmic term
is deleted, in other words, a linear (in weight’s norm) estimate of arbitrary weighted Calderón–
Zygmund operator. In [7] the A2 conjecture was proved for Calderón–Zygmund operators having
more than 2d smoothness in Rd . The A2 conjecture was fully proved in a preprint of T. Hytönen,
see [3]. The proof is based on the main theorem in the paper [17] of Pérez–Treil–Volberg. Both
[17] and [3] are neither short nor easy.
The direct proof of A2 conjecture (without going through [17]) was given in [8], and it was based
on two ingredients: 1) a formula for decomposing an arbitrary Calderón–Zygmund operators into
(generalized) dyadic shifts by the averaging trick, 2) on a polynomial in complexity and linear in
weight estimate of the norm of a dyadic shift.
The latter was quite complicated and was based on modification of the argument in Lacey–
Petermichl-Reguera [4]. The former was rooted in the works on non-homogeneous Harmonic
Analysis, like e. g. [11]– [15], but with a new twist, which appeared first in Hytönen’s [3] and was
simplified in Hytönen–Pérez–Treil–Volberg’s [8].
The averaging trick was a development of the bootstrapping argument used by Nazarov–Treil–
Volberg [11]–[15], where they exploited the fact that the bad part of a function can be made
arbitrarily small. Using the original Nazarov–Treil–Volberg averaging trick would add an extra
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factor depending on [w]A2 to the estimate, so a new idea was necessary. The new observation in
[3] was that as soon as the probability of a “bad” cube is less than 1, it is possible to completely
ignore the bad cubes (at least in the situation where they cause troubles).
1.1. Structure of the paper. Here we give a proof of the A2 conjecture in geometrically doubling
metric spaces (GDMS), i.e. a metric space where one can fit not more than a fixed amount of
disjoint balls of radius r in a ball of radius 2r.
The paper is organized as follows:
(i) A construction of a probability space of random “dyadic” lattice in a metric space is given
in Section 2;
(ii) Averaging trick of Hytönen [3] (but we think we simplified it) is given in Section 8.2;
(iii) A linear estimate of weighted dyadic shift on metric space from [16], which uses Bellman
function technique, is given in Sections 7 and 8. For another proof of the linear estimate
for weighted dyadic shifts, which can be easily adjusted to the metric case, we refer
to [19].
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.3 (A2 theorem for a geometrically doubling metric space). Let X be a geometrically
doubling metric space, µ and T as above, w ∈ A2,µ . In addition we assume that µ is a doubling
measure. Then
(1) ‖T‖L2(wdµ)→L2(wdµ) 6C(T )[w]2,µ .
We postpone precise definitions to the Section 6. The precise definition of a geometrically
doubling metric space is given in the next section.
2. FIRST STEP
Consider a compact doubling metric space X with metric d and doubling constant A. Instead of
d(x,y) we write |xy|. Precisely, the definition is the following.
Definition 1. Suppose (X , |.|) is a metric space. We call it geometrically doubling with constant
A, if for any x ∈ X and r > 0 we can fit no more than A disjoint balls of radius r/2 in the ball
B(x,r).
As authors of [6], we essentially use the idea of Michael Christ [2], but randomize his construc-
tion in a different way. Therefore, we want to guard the reader that even though on the surface the
proof below is very close to the proof from [6], however, our construction is essentially different,
and so the proof of the assertion in our main lemma, which was not hard in [6], becomes much
more subtle here.
The main difference between the construction [6] and here is that the one here is of “bottom
to top” type, meaning that the centers of “father cubes” are chosen randomly, after the centers of
“son cubes” are fixed. The construction in [6] goes “top to bottom”, and it is not that clear to
us why “father cubes” have enough independence from “son cubes” to ensure that in the model
where elementary event is one dyadic lattice, the event for a cube of a lattice to be “bad” (see
the definition below) with respect to cubes of the same lattice is strictly less then one. However,
we still feel that the construction of [6] can most probably be used for the purposes of our result
as well, we just feel that it is a bit more easy to follow that everything falls in its place with our
construction below.
We now proceed to the construction.
For a number k > 0 we say that a set G is a k-grid if G is maximal (with respect to inclusion)
set, such that for any x,y ∈ G we have d(x,y) > k.
Let from now on diamX = 1. Take a small positive number δ ≪ 1 depending on the doubling
constant of X and a large natural number N, and for every M > N fix GM = {zαM}, a certain δ M-
grid of X . Now take GN and randomly choose a GN−1 = δ N−1-grid in GN . Then take GN−1 and
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randomly choose a GN−2 = δ N−2-grid in GN−1. Do this N times. Notice that G0 consists of just
one random point of GN .
We explain what is “randomly”. Since X is a compact metric space, all Gk’s are finite. There-
fore, there are finitely many (N−1)-grids in GN . We choose one of them with a probability
1
number of (N−1)-grids in GN .
Our first lemma is the following.
Lemma 2.1. For k = 0, . . . ,N ⋃
y∈GN−k
B(y,3δ N−k) = X .
Remark 1. For N + k,k ≥ 0, instead of N− k this is obvious.
Proof. Take x ∈ X . Then, since GN is maximal, there exists a point y0 ∈GN , such that |xy0|6 δ N .
Since GN−1 is maximal in GN , there is a point y1 ∈ GN−1, such that |y0y1|6 δ N−1. Similarly we
get y2, . . . ,yk and then
|xyk|6 |xy0|+ . . .+ |xyk|6 δ N + . . .+δ N−k = δ N−k(1+δ + . . .+δ k)6 δ
N−k
1−δ 6 2δ
N−k.

Once we have all our sets GN , we introduce a relationship ≺ between points. We follow [6]
and [2].
Take a point yk+1 ∈Gk+1. There exists at most one yk ∈Gk, such that |yk+1yk|6 δ k4 . This is true
since if there are two such points y1k , y2k , then
|y1ky2k |6
δ k
2
,
which is a contradiction, since Gk was a δ k-grid in Gk+1.
Also there exists at least one zk ∈ Gk such that |yk+1zk|6 3δ k. This is true by the lemma.
Now, if there exists an yk as above, we set yk+1 ≺ yk. If no, then we pick one of zk as above and
set yk+1 ≺ zk. For all other x ∈Gk we set yk+1 6≺ x. Then extend by transitivity.
We also assume that yk ≺ yk. This is if yk on the left happened to belong already to Gk+1.
We do this procedure randomly and independently, and treat same families of Gk’s with different
≺-law as different families.
Take now a point yk ∈ Gk and define
Qyk =
⋃
z≺yk,z∈Gℓ
B(z,
δ ℓ
100
).
Lemma 2.2. For every k we have
X =
⋃
yk∈Gk
clos(Qyk)
Remark 2. There is only one point in G0, and clos(Qy),y ∈ G0, is just X. But for small δ ,
X =
⋃
y1∈G1
clos(Qy1) is a genuine (and random) splitting of X.
Proof. Take any x ∈ X . By the previous lemma, for every m > k there exists a point xm ∈ Gm,
such that |xxm| 6 3δ m. In particular, xm → x. Fix for a moment xm. Then there are points ym−1 ∈
Gm−1, . . . ,yk ∈ Gk, such that xm ≺ ym−1 ≺ . . . ≺ yk. In particular, xm ∈ Qyk , where yk depends on
xm. Then
|ykx|6 |ykxm|+ |xmx|6 |ykxm|+3δ m 6 |ykxm|+3δ k.
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Moreover, by the chain of ≺’s, we know that |ykxm|6 10δ k. Therefore,
|ykx|6 15δ k.
We claim that the set {yk} = {yk(xm)}m>k is bounded independently of m. This is true since all
yk’s are separated from each other and by the doubling of our space (we are “stuffing” the ball
B(x,15δ k) with balls B(yk,δ k)).
So, take an infinite subsequence xm that corresponds to one point yk ∈Gk. Then we get xm ∈Qyk ,
xm → x, so x ∈ closQyk , and we are done. 
Remark 3. Since the space X is compact, our random procedure consists of finitely many steps.
Therefore, our probability space is discreet. We suggest to think about all probabilities just as
number of good events divided by number of all events.
However, all our estimates will not depend on number of steps (and, therefore, diameter of X),
which is essential.
Remark 4. We notice that in the Euclidian space, say, R, this procedure does not give a standard
dyadic lattice.
3. SECOND STEP: TECHNICAL LEMMATA
Define
˜Qyk = X \
⋃
zk 6=yk,zk∈Gk
closQzk .
In particular,
Qyk ⊂ ˜Qyk ⊂ clos(Qyk).
Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 4.5 in [6]). Let m be a natural number, ε > 0, and δ m > 100ε . Suppose
x ∈ closQyk and dist(x,X \ ˜Qyk)< εδ k. Then for any chain
zk+m ≺ zk+m−1 ≺ . . .≺ zk+1 ≺ zk,
such that x ∈ clos Qzk+m , the following relationships hold
|ziz j|> δ
j
100 , k 6 j < i6 k+m.
Proof. Suppose |ziz j| < δ j100 . We first consider a case when zk = yk. Since z j ≺ zk = yk, we have
B(z j, δ
j
200 )⊂ Qyk ⊂ ˜Qyk . Therefore,
δ j
200
6 dist(z j,X \ ˜Qyk)6 dist(x,X \ ˜Qyk)+dist(x,zi)+dist(zi,z j)< εδ k +5δ i +
δ j
100
If δ is less than, say, 11000 , then we get a contradiction.
The only not obvious estimate is that dist(x,zi)< 5δi. It is true since x ∈ closQzk+m .
We have proved the lemma with assumption that zk = yk. Let us get rid of this assumption. We
know that
x ∈ clos Qzk+m ⊂ clos Qzk .
Also we have x ∈ clos Qyk , so, since
˜Qzk = X \
⋃
uk 6=zk
clos Quk ⊂ X \ closQyk ,
we get x ∈ X \ ˜Qzk . In particular, dist(x,X \ ˜Qzk) = 0 < εδ k, and we are in the situation of the first
part. This finishes our proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Fix xk ∈ Gk. Then
(2) P(∃xk−1 ∈ Gk−1 : |xkxk−1|< δ
k−1
1000 )> a
for some a ∈ (0,1).
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Proof. We remind that we are in a compact metric situation. By rescaling we can think that we
work with G1 and choose G0. We can even think that the metric space consists of finitely many
points, it is X := G2. The finite set G1 ⊂ X consists of points having the following properties:
1. ∀x,y ∈G1 we have |xy| ≥ δ ;
2. if z ∈ X \G1 then ∃x ∈ G1 such that |zx| < δ .
These two properties are equivalent to saying that the subset G1 of X consists of points such
that ∀x,y ∈ G1 we have |xy| ≥ δ and we cannot add any point from X to G1 without violating that
property. In other words: G1 is a maximal set with property 1.
Recall that here the word “maximal” means maximal with respect to inclusion, not maximal in
the sense of the number of elements.
Now we consider the new metric space Y = G1 and G0 is any maximal subset such that
(3) ∀x,y ∈ G0 , |xy| ≥ 1 .
In other words, we have 1. ∀x,y ∈ G0 we have |xy| ≥ 1;
2. if z ∈ Y \G0 then ∃x ∈G0 such that |zx|< 1.
There are finitely many such maximal subsets G0 of Y . We prescribe for each choice the same
probability. Now we want to prove the claim that is even stronger than (2). Namely, we are going
to prove that given y ∈ Y
(4) P(∃x0 ∈G0 : x0 = y)> a ,
where a depends only on δ and the constants of geometric doubling of our compact metric space.
Let Y be any metric space with finitely many elements. We will color the points of Y into red
and green colors. The coloring is called proper if
1. every red point does not have any other red point at distance < 1;
2. every green point has at least one red point at distance < 1.
Given a proper coloring of Y the collection of red points is called 1-lattice. It is a maximal (by
inclusion) collection of points at distance ≥ 1 from each other.
What we need to finish the proof is
Lemma 3.3. Let Y be a finite metric space as above. Assume Y has the following property:
(5) In every ball of radius less than 1 there are at most d elements .
Let L be a collection of 1-lattices in Y . Elements of L are called L. Let v ∈Y . Then
the number of 1-lattices L such that v belongs to L
the total number of 1-lattices L ≥ a > 0 ,
where a depends only on d.
Proof. Given v ∈ Y consider all subsets of B(v,1)\ v, this collection is called S . Let S ∈S . We
call WS the collection of all proper colorings such that v is green, all elements of S are red, and all
elements of B(v,1)\S are green. We call ˜S all points in Y , which are not in B(v,1), but at distance
< 1 from some point in S.
All proper colorings of Y such that v is red are called B. Let us show that
(6) cardWS ≤ card B .
Notice that if (6) were proved, we would be done with Lemma 3.3, a≥ 2−d+1, and, consequently,
the proof of the main lemma would be finished, a ≥ 2−δ−D , where D is a geometric doubling
constant.
To prove (6) let us show that we can recolor any proper coloring from WS into the one from B,
and that this map is injective. Let L ∈WS. We
1. Color v into red;
2. Color S into green;
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3. Elements of ˜S were all green before. We leave them green, but we find among them all those
y that now in the open ball B(y,1) in Y all elements are green. We call them yellow (temporarily)
and denote them Z;
4. We enumerate Z in any way (non-uniqueness is here, but we do not care);
5. In the order of enumeration color yellow points to red, ensuring that we skip recoloring of
a point in Z if it is at < 1 distance to any previously colored yellow-to-red point from Z. After
several steps all green and yellow elements of ˜S will have the property that at distance < 1 there is
a red point;
6. Color the rest of yellow (if any) into green and stop.
We result in a proper coloring (it is easy to check), which is obviously B. Suppose L1,L2 are
two different proper coloring in WS. Notice that the colors of v,S,B(v,1) \ S, ˜S are the same for
them. So they differ somewhere else. But our procedure does not touch “somewhere else". So the
modified colorings L′1,L′2 that we obtain after the algorithm 1-6 will differ as well may be even
more). So our map WS → B (being not uniquely defined) is however injective. We proved (6).

Thus, the proof of the Lemma 3.2 is finished.

Remark. We are grateful to Michael Shapiro and Dapeng Zhan who helped us to prove Lemma
3.2.
4. MAIN DEFINITION AND THEOREM
Fix a number γ , 0 < γ < 1. Later the choice of γ will be dictated by the Calderón-Zygmund
properties of the operator T . Also fix a sufficiently big r. The choice of r will be made in this
section.
Definition 2 (Bad cubes). Take a “cube” Q = Qxk . We say that Q is good if there exists a cube
Q1 = Qxn , such that if
δ k 6 δ rδ n (k > n+ r)
then either
dist(Q,Q1)> δ kγδ n(1−γ)
or
dist(Q,X \Q1)> δ kγ δ n(1−γ).
Remark 5. Notice that δ k = ℓ(Q) just by definition.
If Q is not good we call it bad.
Theorem 4.1. Fix a cube Qxk . Then
P(Qxk is bad )6
1
2
.
Remark 6 (Discussion). This theorem makes sense because when we fix a cube Qk, say, k > N,
so the grid Gk is not even random, we can make big cubes random. And we claim that for big
quantity of choices, our big cubes will have Qk either “in the middle” or far away, but not close
to the boundary.
Definition 3. For Q = Qxk define
δQ(ε) = δQ = {x : dist(x,Q) 6 εδ k and dist(x,X \Q)6 εδ k}
Lemma 4.2. Let us start with level N by fixing a δ N-grid (non-random), and let k < N, xk denoting
the points of the (random) grid Gk. Fix a point x ∈ X.
P(∃xk ∈ Gk : x ∈ δQxk )6 ε
η
for some η > 0.
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Proof of the theorem. Take the cube Qxk . There is a unique (random!) point xk−s such that xk ∈
Qxk−s . Then
dist(Qxk ,X \Qxk−s)> dist(xk,X \Qxk−s)−diam(Qxk)> dist(xk,X \Qxk−s)−Cδ k.
Assume that dist(xk,X \Qxk−s) > 2δ kγ δ (k−s)(1−γ) and that s > r (this assumption is obvious, oth-
erwise Qxk−s does not affect goodness of Qxk ).
Then, if r is big enough (δ r(1−γ) < 1C ) we get
dist(Qxk ,X \Qxk−s)> δ kγ δ (k−s)(1−γ),
and so Qxk is good. Therefore,
P(Qxk is bad )6C ∑
s>r
P(xk ∈ δQk−s(ε = 2δ sγ ))6C ∑
s>r
δ ηγs 6 100Cδ ηγr.
By the choice of η , for sufficiently large r this is less than 12 . 
Proof of the lemma. Let xk be such that x∈ closQxk (see Lemma 2.2). We will estimate P(dist(x,X \
˜Qk)< εδ k) |x ∈ clos Qxk). Fix the largest m such that 500ε 6 δ m. Choose a point xk+m such that
x ∈ closQxk+m . Then by the main lemma
P(∃xk+m−1 ∈ Gk+m−1 : |xk+mxk+m−1|< δ
k+m−1
1000
)> a.
Therefore,
P(∀xk+m−1 ∈ Gk+m−1 : |xk+mxk+m−1|> δ
k+m−1
1000 )6 1−a.
Let now
xk+m ≺ xk+m−1.
Then
P(∀xk+m−2 ∈ Gk+m−2 : |xk+m−1xk+m−2|> δ
k+m−2
1000
)6 1−a.
So by Lemma 3.1
P(dist(x,X \ ˜Qk)< εδ k)6 P(|xk+ jxk+ j−1|> δ
k+ j−1
1000
∀ j = 1, . . . ,m)6 (1−a)m 6Cεη
for
η = log (1−a)log(δ ) .

5. PROBABILITY TO BE “GOOD” IS THE SAME FOR EVERY CUBE
We make the last step to make the probability to be “good” not just bounded away from zero,
but the same for all cubes. We use the idea from [9].
Take a cube Q(ω). Take a random variable ξQ(ω ′), which is equally distributed on [0,1]. We
know that
P(Q is good) = pQ > a > 0.
We call Q “really good” if
ξQ ∈ [0, apQ ].
Otherwise Q joins bad cubes. Then
P(Q is really good) = a,
and we are done.
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6. APPLICATION
As a main application of our construction, we state the following theorem.
Definition 4. Let X be a geometrically doubling metric space.
Let λ (x,r) be a positive function, increasing and doubling in r, i.e. λ (x,2r) 6Cλ (x,r), where
C does not depend on x and r.
Suppose K(x,y) : X ×X → R is a Calderon-Zygmund kernel, associated to a function λ , i. e.
|K(x,y)| 6C min
(
1
λ (x, |xy|) ,
1
λ (y, |xy|)
)
,(7)
|K(x,y)−K(x′,y)|6C |xx
′|ε
|xy|ε λ (x, |xy|) , |xy|>C|xx
′|,(8)
|K(x,y)−K(x,y′)|6C |yy
′|ε
|xy|ε λ (y, |xy|) , |xy|>C|yy
′|.(9)
By B(x,r) we denote the ball in |.| metric, i.e., B(x,r) = {y ∈ X : |yx|< r}.
Let µ be a measure on X, such that µ(B(x,r)) 6Cλ (x,r), where C does not depend on x and r.
We say that T is a Calderon-Zygmund operator with kernel K if
T is bounded L2(µ)→ L2(µ),(10)
T f (x) =
∫
K(x,y) f (y)dµ(y), ∀x 6∈ suppµ , ∀ f ∈C∞0 .(11)
Definition 5. Let w > 0 µ-a.e. Define
w ∈ A2,µ ⇔ [w]2,µ = sup
x,r
1
µ(B(x,r))
∫
B(x,r)
wdµ · 1µ(B(x,r))
∫
B(x,r)
w−1dµ < ∞.
Theorem 6.1 (A2 theorem for a geometrically doubling metric space). Let X be a geometrically
doubling metric space, µ and T as above, w ∈ A2,µ . In addition we assume that µ is a doubling
measure. Then
(12) ‖T‖L2(wdµ)→L2(wdµ) 6C(T,X)[w]2,µ .
Remark 7. We note that existence of such µ on any GDMS was proved in [10].
6.1. Proof of the theorem. Take two step functions, f and g. We first fix an N-grid GN in X ,
and “cubes” on level N, such that f and g are constants on every such cube. Then we start our
randomization process.
As we mentioned, this process consists of finitely many steps, so all probabilistic terminology
becomes trivial: we have a finite probability space.
Starting from GN , we go “up” and on each level get dyadic cubes (random Christ’s cubes). They
have the usual structure of being either disjoint or one containing the other. For each dyadic cube
Q we have several dyadic sons, they are denoted by si(Q), i = 1, . . . ,M(Q)≤ M. The number M
here is universal and depends only on geometric doubling constants of the space X .
Definition 6. By Ek we denote set of all dyadic “cubes” of generation k. We call Qik ⊂ Q jk−1,
Qik ∈ Ek sons of Q jk−1.
With every cube Q = Qxk we associate Haar functions h jQ, j = 1, . . . ,M− 1, with following
properties:
(i) h jQ is supported on Q;
(ii) h jQ takes constant values on each “son” of Q;
(iii) For any two cubes Q and R, we have (h jQ,hiR) = 0, and (h jQ,1) = 0;
(iv) ‖h jQ‖∞ 6 C√µ(Q) .
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We notice that the last property implies that ‖h jQ‖2 6C.
We use angular brackets to denote the average: 〈 f 〉Q,µ := 1µ(Q)
∫
Q f dµ . When we average over
the whole space X , we drop the index and write 〈 f 〉= 1µ(X)
∫
X f dµ .
Our main “tool” is going to be the famous “dyadic shifts”. Precisely, we call by Sm,n the operator
given by the kernel
f → ∑
L∈D
∫
L
aL(x,y) f (y)dy ,
where
aL(x,y) = ∑
I⊂L,J⊂L
g(I)=g(L)+m,g(J)=g(L)+n
cL,I,Jh jJ(x)h
i
I(y) ,
where hiI ,h
j
J are Haar functions normalized in L2(dµ) and satisfying (iv), and |cL,I,J | ≤
√
µ(I)
√
µ(J)
µ(L) .
Often we will skip superscripts i, j.
Our next aim is to decompose the bilinear form of the operator T into bilinear forms of dyadic
shifts, which are estimated in the Section 8. The rest will be the so-called “paraproducts”, esti-
mated in the Section 7.
Functions {χX}∪{h jQ} form an orthogonal basis in the space L2(X ,µ). Therefore, we can write
f = 〈 f 〉χX +∑
Q
∑
j
( f ,h jQ)h jQ, g = 〈g〉χX +∑
R
∑
i
(g,hiR)hiR.
First, we state and proof the theorem, that says that essential part of bilinear form of T can be
expressed in terms of pair of cubes, where the smallest one is good. We follow the idea of Hytönen
[3]. In fact, the work [3] improved on “good-bad" decomposition of [11], [12], [13] by replacing
inequalities by an equality.
Theorem 6.2. Let T be any linear operator. Then the following equality holds:
pigoodE ∑
Q,R,i, j
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) = E ∑
Q,R,i, j
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R), R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
The same is true if we replace > by >.
Proof. We denote
σ1(T ) = ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
σ1(T ) = ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
We would like to get a relationship between Eσ1(T ) and Eσ1(T ).
We fix R and write (using ggood := ∑
R is good
(g,hiR)hiR)
∑
Q
∑
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)=

T ( f −〈 f 〉χX), ∑
R is good
(g,hiR)hiR

= (T ( f −〈 f 〉χX),ggood) .
Taking expectations, we obtain
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(13) E∑
Q,R
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good =
E(T ( f −〈 f 〉χX),ggood) = (T ( f −〈 f 〉χX ),Eggood) =
pigood(T ( f −〈 f 〉χX),g) = pigoodE∑
Q,R
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
Next, suppose ℓ(Q)< ℓ(R). Then goodness of R does not depend on Q, and so
pigood(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) = E
(
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good|Q,R
)
.
Let us explain this equality. The right hand side is conditioned: meaning that the left hand side
involves the fraction of the number of all lattices containing Q,R in this lattice and such that R (the
larger one) is good to the number of lattices containing Q,R in it. This fraction is exactly pigood .
Now we fix a pair of Q,R, ℓ(Q) < ℓ(R), and multiply both sides by the probability that this pair
is in the same dyadic lattice from our family. This probability is just the ratio of the number of
dyadic lattices in our family containing elements Q and R to the number of all dyadic lattices in
our family. After multiplication by this ratio and the summation of all terms with ℓ(Q)< ℓ(R) we
get finally,
(14) pigoodE ∑
ℓ(Q)<ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) = E ∑
ℓ(Q)<ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good .
Now we use first (13) and then (14):
(15) pigoodE∑
Q,R
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) = E∑
Q,R
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good =
= E ∑
ℓ(Q)<ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good +E ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)1Ris good =
= pigoodE ∑
ℓ(Q)<ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)+E ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R),R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR),
and therefore
(16) E ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R),R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) = pigoodE ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).

This is the main trick. To have the whole sum expressed as the multiple of the sum, where
the smaller in size cube is good, is very useful as we will see. It gives extra decay on matrix
coefficients (T h jQ,hiR) and allows us to represent our operator as “convex combination of dyadic
shifts".
So, we have obtained that
Eσ1(T ) = pi−1good ·Eσ1(T ).
Thus, to estimate Eσ1(T ) it is enough to estimate Eσ1(T ). Absolutely the same symmetrically
holds for σ2(T ).
6.2. Paraproducts. In this subsection we take care of the terms 〈 f 〉χX and 〈g〉χX . These terms
will lead to so called paraproducts. In fact, let us introduce three auxiliary operators:
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pi( f ) := piT χX ( f ) := ∑
Q, j
〈 f 〉Q(T χX ,h jQ)h jQ;(17)
pi∗( f ) := ∑
Q, j
( f ,h jQ)(T ∗χX ,h jQ)
χQ
µ(Q) = (piT ∗χX )
∗( f );(18)
o( f ) := 〈 f 〉〈T χX〉χX .(19)
Recall that 〈ϕ〉 denotes 1µ(X)
∫
X ϕ dµ . These operators depend on the dyadic grid we chose. We
shall need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 6.3.
(pi( f ),g) = 〈 f 〉(T χX ,g−〈g〉χX )+∑(pih jQ,hiR)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR),
(pi∗( f ),g) = 〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX)+∑(pi∗h jQ,hiR)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
Proof. The second equality follows from the first one and the definition of pi∗. We prove the first
equality. We will not write superscripts i and j in Haar functions.
We write
pi( f ) = 〈 f 〉pi(χX )+∑( f ,hiQ)pi(hiQ).
Notice that
pi(χX) = ∑(T χX ,hiQ)hiQ = T χX −〈T χX〉,
and that pi( f ) is orthogonal to χX . Thus,
(pi( f ),g) = (pi( f ),g−〈g〉χX ) = 〈 f 〉(pi(χX ),∑(g,h jR)h jR)+∑(pihiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) =
= 〈 f 〉(T χX ,g−〈g〉χX )+∑(pihiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR),
as desired. The last equality is true because 〈T χX〉 is orthogonal to g−〈g〉χX . 
Notice that pi,pi∗ depend on the random dyadic grid. We introduce a random operator
˜T = T f −pi( f )−pi∗( f ).
Now we state the following very useful lemma.
Lemma 6.4.
(T f ,g)= pi−1goodE ∑
Q,R
smaller is good
( ˜T hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+E(pi( f ),g)+E(pi∗( f ),g)+〈 f 〉〈g〉(T χX ,χX).
Proof. First, we write
(T f ,g) =∑(T hiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+ 〈 f 〉(T χX ,g)+ 〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX).
We take expectations now. Notice that only the first term in the right-hand side depends on a
dyadic grid. Therefore,
(T f ,g) = E∑(T hiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+ 〈 f 〉(T χX ,g)+ 〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX).
We focus on the first term. By the Theorem 6.2, we know that
(20) E∑(T hiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) = pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
(T hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) =
= pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
( ˜T hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+
+pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
(pihiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
(pi∗hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR).
The first term is one of those that we want to get in the right-hand side.
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On the other hand, we want to get a result for paraproducts, similar to the Theorem 6.2. Indeed,
it is clear that
(pihiQ,h
j
R) = 〈hiQ〉R(T χX ,h
j
R),
which is non-zero only if R ⊂ Q, and R 6= Q. So,
(21)
E ∑
smaller is good
(pihiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) = E ∑
R⊂Q
〈hiQ〉R(T χX ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)1R is good =
= E∑
R
(T χX ,h jR)(g,h
j
R)1R is good ∑
Q :R(Q
( f ,hiQ)〈hiQ〉R .
We now see that since f = 〈 f 〉χX +∑
Q
( f ,hiQ)hiQ, we have
〈 f 〉R −〈 f 〉= ( f ,µ(R)−1χR)−〈 f 〉= ∑
Q :R(Q
( f ,hiQ)〈hiQ〉R = ∑
Q
( f ,hiQ)〈hiQ〉R .
Therefore,
(22)
E∑
R
(T χX ,h jR)(g,h
j
R)1R is good ∑
Q
( f ,hiQ)〈hiQ〉R =E∑
R
(T χX ,h jR)(g,h
j
R)1R is good(〈 f 〉R−〈 f 〉).
Now it is clear that we can take the expectation inside (we have no Q anymore, which was pre-
venting us from doing that), and so we get
E ∑
smaller is good
(pihiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) = pigoodE∑
R
(T χX ,h jR)(g,h
j
R)(〈 f 〉R −〈 f 〉).
Making all above steps backwards, we get
E ∑
smaller is good
(pihiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) = pigoodE∑(pihiQ,h jR)( f ,h jQ)(g,h jR)
Therefore,
(23)
pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
(pihiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+pi−1goodE ∑
smaller is good
(pi∗hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)=
= E∑(pihiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+E∑(pi∗hiQ,h jR)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR) =
= E(pi( f ),g)+E(pi∗( f ),g)−E[〈 f 〉(T χX ,g−〈g〉χX )]−E[〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX)].
We now use that last two terms do not depend on the dyadic grid, and so we drop expectations.
Finally,
(24) (T f ,g) = E ∑
smaller is good
( ˜T hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+E(pi( f ),g)+E(pi∗( f ),g)−
−〈 f 〉(T χX ,g−〈g〉χX)−〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX)+ 〈 f 〉(T χX ,g)+ 〈g〉(T ∗χX , f −〈 f 〉χX) =
= E ∑
smaller is good
( ˜T hiQ,h
j
R)( f ,hiQ)(g,h jR)+E(pi( f ),g)+E(pi∗( f ),g)+ 〈 f 〉〈g〉(T χX ,χX).
This is what we want to prove. 
The following lemma, which will be proved later, takes care of paraproducts.
Lemma 6.5. The operators pi , pi∗ are bounded on L2(X ,wdµ), and
‖pi‖2,w 6C · [w]2,µ .
The same is true for pi∗.
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We postpone the proof of this lemma. We also notice that the operator
o( f ) = 〈 f 〉〈T χX〉χX
is clearly bounded with desired constant. In fact, as T is bounded in the unweighted L2, we have
〈T χX〉2 ≤ ‖T‖2L2 =: C0
‖o( f )‖22,w = 〈 f 〉2〈T χX〉2w(X)6C0〈 f 2w〉〈w−1〉w(X)6C0[w]2‖ f‖22,w.
We, therefore, should take care only of the first term, with ˜T . We now erase the tilde, and write T
instead of ˜T . Even though T is not a Calderon-Zygmund operator anymore, all further estimates
are true for T (i.e., for a CZO minus paraproducts), see, for example, [6] or [8].
6.3. Estimates of σ1. Our next step is to decompose σ1 into random dyadic shifts. We write
(25) σ1(T ) = ∑
ℓ(Q)>ℓ(R)
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR) =
= E ∑
ℓ(Q)>δ−r0ℓ(R),
R⊂Q,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)+
+E ∑
ℓ(R)6ℓ(Q)<δ−r0ℓ(R),
R⊂Q,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)+
+E ∑
ℓ(R)6ℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
Essentially, we will prove that the norm of every expectation is bounded by
C(T ) ·E∑
n
δ−ε(T )·n‖Sn‖.
First, we state our choice for γ , which we have seen in the definition of good cubes.
Definition 7. Put
γ = ε
2 · (ε + log2(C))
,
where C is the doubling constant of the function λ .
Remark 8. We remark that this choice of γ make Lemmata 6.6 and 6.7 true.
The estimate of the second sum is easy. In fact,
E ∑
ℓ(R)6ℓ(Q)<δ−r0ℓ(R),
R⊂Q,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR)6Cr0 [w]2‖ f‖‖g‖.
This is bounded by at most r0 expressions for shifts of bounded complexity, so just see [16]. For
more details, see [8]
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We denote
Σin = E ∑
ℓ(Q)>δ−r0ℓ(R),
R⊂Q,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR),
Σout = E ∑
ℓ(R)6ℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0,
R is good
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR).
6.4. Estimate of Σin. We use the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let T be as before; suppose ℓ(Q) > δ−r0ℓ(R) and R ⊂ Q. Let Q1 be the son of Q
that contains R. Then
|(T h jQ,hiR)|.
ℓ(R) ε2
ℓ(Q) ε2
( µ(R)
µ(Q1)
) 1
2
.
We notice that µ(Q1)≍ µ(Q).
We write
Σin = ∑
n>r0
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−nℓ(R),R is good,R⊂Q
(T h jQ,h
i
R)( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR),
(26) |Σin|6 ∑
n>r0
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−nℓ(R),
R is good,
R⊂Q
|(T h jQ,hiR)||( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|6
6C ∑
n>r0
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−nℓ(R),
R is good,
R⊂Q
ℓ(R) ε2
ℓ(Q) ε2
( µ(R)
µ(Q)
) 1
2
|( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|=
=C ∑
n>r0
δ nε2 ∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−nℓ(R),
R is good,
R⊂Q
(
µ(R)
µ(Q)
) 1
2
|( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|.
We fix functions f and g and define Sn as an operator with the following quadratic form:
(Snu,v) = ∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−nℓ(R),
R is good,
R⊂Q
±
(
µ(R)
µ(Q)
) 1
2
(u,h jQ)(v,h
i
R),
where ± is chosen so |( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)| = ±( f ,h jQ)(g,hiR). Then clearly Sn is a dyadic shift of
complexity n, and so, see Section 8,
|(Sn f ,g)| 6Cna[w]2‖ f‖w‖g‖w−1 .
Therefore,
|Σin|6∑
n
Cnaδ nε2 [w]2‖ f‖w‖g‖w−1 6C[w]2‖ f‖w‖g‖w−1 .
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6.5. Estimates for Σout . We use the following lemma from [6].
Lemma 6.7. Let T be as before, ℓ(R)6 ℓ(Q) and R∩Q = /0. Then the following holds
|(T h jQ,hiR)|.
ℓ(Q) ε2 ℓ(R) ε2
D(Q,R)ε supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
µ(Q) 12 µ(R) 12 ,
where D(Q,R) = ℓ(Q)+ ℓ(R)+dist(Q,R).
Remark 9. We should clarify one thing here. If T was a Calderon-Zygmund operator, this estimate
would be standard, see [11], [12] or, for metric spaces, [6]. We, however, subtracted from T two
operators: paraproduct and adjoint to paraproduct. However, an easy argument (see [8]) shows
that if R∩Q = /0, then (T h jQ,hiR) = ( ˜T h jQ,hiQ) (for the definition of ˜T see Lemma 6.5 and thereon).
Suppose now that D(Q,R)∼ δ−sℓ(Q). We ask the question: what is the probability
P(R ⊂ Q(s+s0+10)|Q,R ∈ Dω),
where s0 is a sufficiently big number. We use the Lemma 4.2. Suppose that R∩Q(s+s0+10) = /0.
Suppose also R = Rx (so x is the “center” of R). Then
(27) dist(x,Q(s+s0+10))6 dist(x,Q) 6 dist(Q,R)6Cδ−sℓ(Q) =Cδ−sδ s+s0+10ℓ(Q(s+s0+10)) =
=Cδ s0+10ℓ(Q(s+s0+10)).
So x ∈ δQ(s+s0+10)(δ s0+10)), and the probability of this is estimated by δ η(s0+10) < 12 for sufficiently
big s0 (we remind that η = logδ (1−a)). Therefore,
P(R ⊂ Q(s+s0+10)|Q,R ∈ Dω)> 12 .
So
(28) |Σout |6 2E∑
t,s
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−tℓ(R),
D(Q,R)∼δ−sℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0
|(T h jQ,hiR)||( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|1Ris good1R⊂Q(s+s0+10) 6
6 2E∑
t,s
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−tℓ(R),
D(Q,R)∼δ−sℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0
R,Q⊂Qs+s0+10
ℓ(Q) ε2 ℓ(R) ε2
D(Q,R)ε supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
µ(Q) 12 µ(R) 12 |( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|1Ris good 6
6 2E∑
t,s
∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−tℓ(R),
D(Q,R)∼δ−sℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0,
R,Q⊂Qs+s0+10
δ tε2
(
ℓ(Q)
D(Q,R)
)ε µ(Q) 12 µ(R) 12
supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
|( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|1Ris good 6
6C2E∑
t,s
δ tε2 δ sε ∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−tℓ(R),
D(Q,R)∼δ−sℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0,
R,Q⊂Qs+s0+10
µ(Q) 12 µ(R) 12
supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
|( f ,h jQ)||(g,hiR)|1Ris good.
We now define Sn as we did before:
(Snu,v) = ∑
ℓ(Q)=δ−tℓ(R),
D(Q,R)∼δ−sℓ(Q),
R∩Q= /0,
R,Q⊂Qs+s0+10
± µ(Q)
1
2 µ(R) 12
supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
(u,h jQ)(v,h
i
R)1Ris good.
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We need to estimate the coefficient. We write
(29) λ (z,D(Q,R))∼ λ (z,δ−sℓ(Q))∼ λ (z,δ−s−s0−10ℓ(Q))∼
∼ λ (z, ℓ(Q(s+s0+10)))∼ λ (z,diam(Q(s+s0+10)))> µ(B(z,diam(Q(s+s0+20))))>
> µ(Q(s+s0+10)),
and therefore
|± µ(Q)
1
2 µ(R) 12
supz∈R λ (z,D(Q,R))
|6C µ(Q)
1
2 µ(R) 12
µ(Qs+s0+10) .
We notice that C does not depend on s since we used the doubling property of λ only for trans-
mission from δ−sℓ(Q) to δ−s−s0−10ℓ(Q).
We conclude that Sn is a dyadic shift of complexity at most C(s+ t). Therefore, see Section 8,
|Σout |6 2CE∑
t,s
δ tε2 δ sε(s+ t)a[w]2‖ f‖w‖g‖w−1 6C[w]2‖ f‖w‖g‖w−1 ,
and our proof is completed.
7. PARAPRODUCTS AND BELLMAN FUNCTION
Now we will prove the Lemma 6.5.
We remind that the quadratic form of our paraproduct pi is the following:
(pi( f ),g) := ∑
R
∑
i
〈 f 〉µ ,R(T χX ,hiR)(g,hiR) .
Operator T is bounded in L2(µ) and µ is doubling. Therefore, it is well known that coefficients
bR := biR := (T χX ,hiR) satisfy Carleson condition for any of our lattices of Christ’s dyadic cubes:
(30) ∀Q ∈D ∑
R∈D ,R⊂Q
|bR|2 ≤ B µ(Q) .
The best constant B here is called the Carleson constant and it is denoted by ‖b‖C. It is known that
for our bR := (T χX ,hiR) Carleson constant is bounded by BT :=C‖T‖L2(µ)→L2(µ).
If we would be on the line with Lebesgue measure µ and w would be a usual weight in A2, then
the sum would follow the estimate of O. Beznosova [1]:
(31) |piT χX ( f ,g)| ≤C
√
BT‖w‖A2 .
But the same is true in our situation. To prove that, one should analyze the proof in [1] and see
that it used always conditions on w and b separately. They were always split by Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality. The only inequality, where w and b meet was of the type: let Q be a Christ’s cube of a
certain lattice, then
(32) ∑
R⊂Q,R∈D
〈w〉µ ,Rb2R ≤ [w]A∞‖b‖C
∫
Q
wdµ ,
where
[w]A∞ = sup
1
µ(B)
∫
B
wdµ · exp

− 1µ(B)
∫
B
wdµ

 .
Let us explain the last inequality. We write
〈w〉µ ,R 6 [w]A∞ · exp
(〈w〉µ ,R)= [w]A∞ · exp(2〈w 12 〉µ ,R)6 [w]A∞〈w 12 〉2µ ,R 6 [w]A∞ inf
x∈R
M(w
1
2 χR)2.
Finally, we notice that {b2R} is a Carleson sequence, and finish our explanation with the follow-
ing well known theorem.
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose {αK} is a Carleson sequence. Then for any positive function F the fol-
lowing inequality holds:
∑
K
αK inf
K
F(x)6
∫
F(x)dµ(x).
In all other estimates in [1] the sums with ∆Qw (see the definition before Lemma 3.2 of [16]) and
the sums with b are always estimated separately. The sums where the terms contain the product of
∆Qw and bQ never got estimated by Bellman technique: they got split first. Then (31) follows in
our metric situation as well.
8. WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR DYADIC SHIFTS VIA BELLMAN FUNCTION
This section is here just for the sake of completeness. In fact, it just repeats the article of
Nazarov–Volberg [16]. In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Let Sm,n be a dyadic shift of complexity (n,m). Then
‖Sm,n‖wdµ 6C(m+n+1)a[w]2,µ .
Remark 10. We notice that the best known a is equal to one. It can be gotten using the technique
from [5] or from [19]. However, for the application we made in the previous sections, namely, the
linear A2 bound for an arbitrary Calderón–Zygmund operator on geometrically doubling metric
space, the actual value of a is not important.
We now give formal definitions. Let hiQ be Haar functions as before, normalized in L2. We also
denote by g(Q) the generation of a “dyadic cube” Q. Then by Sm,n we denote an operator
f → ∑
L∈D
∫
L
aL(x,y) f (y)dy ,
where
aL(x,y) = ∑
I⊂L,J⊂L
g(I)=g(L)+m,g(J)=g(L)+n
cL,I,Jh jJ(x)h
i
I(y) .
We denote σ = w−1. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2.
h jI = α
j
I h
w, j
I +β jI χI ,
where
1) |α jI | ≤
√〈w〉µ ,I ,
2)|β jI | ≤ (h
w, j
I ,w)µ
w(I) , where w(I) :=
∫
I wdµ ,
3) {hw, jI }I is supported on I, orthogonal to constants in L2(wdµ),
4) hw, jI assumes on each son s(I) a constant value,
5) ‖hw, jI ‖L2(wdµ) = 1.
Definition. Let
∆Iw := ∑
sons of I
|〈w〉µ ,s(I)−〈w〉µ ,I| .
It is a easy to see that the doubling property of measure µ implies
(33) |(hw, jI ,w)µ | ≤C (∆Iw)µ(I)1/2 .
Therefore, the property 2) above can be rewritten as
2’) |β jI | ≤C |∆I w|〈w〉µ ,I 1µ(I)1/2 .
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Fix φ ∈ L2(wdµ),ψ ∈ L2(σ). We need to prove
(34) |(Sm,nφw,ψσ)| ≤C (n+m+1)a‖φ‖w‖ψ‖σ .
We estimate (Sm,nφw,ψσ) as
|∑
L
∑
I,J
cL,I,J(φw,hI)µ(ψσ ,hJ)µ | ≤
∑
L
∑
I,J
|cL,I,J(φw,hwI )µ
√
〈w〉µ ,I(ψσ ,hσJ )µ |
√
〈σ〉µ ,J|+
∑
L
∑
I,J
|cL,I,J〈φw〉µ ,I ∆Iw〈w〉µ ,I (ψσ ,h
σ
J )µ
√
〈σ〉µ ,J
√
I|+
∑
L
∑
I,J
|cL,I,J〈ψσ〉µ ,J ∆Jσ〈σ〉µ ,J (φw,h
w
I )µ
√
〈w〉µ ,I
√
J|+
∑
L
∑
I,J
|cL,I,J〈φw〉µ ,I〈ψσ〉µ ,J ∆Iw〈w〉µ ,I
∆Jσ
〈σ〉µ ,J
√
I
√
J|=: I+ II+ III+ IV .
We can notice that because |cL,I,J | ≤
√
µ(I)
√
µ(J)
µ(L) each sum inside L can be estimated by a perfect
product of S and R terms, where
RL(φw) := ∑
I⊂L...
〈φw〉µ ,I |∆Iw|〈w〉µ ,I
µ(I)√
µ(L)
SL(φw) := ∑
I⊂L...
(φw,hwI )µ
√
〈w〉µ ,I
√
µ(I)√
µ(L)
and the corresponding terms for ψσ . So we have
I ≤∑
L
SL(φw)SL(ψσ), II ≤∑
L
SL(φw)RL(ψσ),
III ≤∑
L
RL(φw)SL(ψσ), IV ≤∑
L
RL(φw)RL(ψσ) .
Now
(35) SL(φw)≤
√
∑
I⊂L...
|(φw,hwI )µ |2
√
〈w〉µ ,L , SL(ψσ)≤
√
∑
J⊂L...
|(ψσ ,hσJ )|2
√
〈σ〉µ ,L
Therefore,
(36) I ≤C[w]1/2A2 ‖φ‖w‖ψ‖σ .
Terms II, III are symmetric, so consider III. Using Bellman function (xy)α one can prove now
Lemma 8.3. The sequence
τI := 〈w〉αµ ,I〈σ〉αµ ,I
( |∆Iw|2
〈w〉2µ ,I
+
|∆Iσ |2
〈σ〉2µ ,I
)
µ(I)
form a Carleson measure with Carleson constant at most cα Qα , where Q := [w]A2 for any α ∈
(0,1/2).
Proof. We need a very simple
Sublemma. Let Q > 1,0 < α < 12 . In domain ΩQ := {(x,y) : X > o,y > 0,1 < xy ≤ Q function
BQ(x,y) := xα yα satisfies the following estimate of its Hessian matrix (of its second differential
form, actually)
−d2BQ(x,y) ≥ α(1−2α)xα yα
(
(dx)2
x2
+
(dy)2
y2
)
.
The form −d2BQ(x,y) ≥ 0 everywhere in x > 0,y > 0. Also obviously 0 ≤ BQ(x,y) ≤ Qα in ΩQ.
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Proof. Direct calculation. 
Fix now a Christ’s cube I and let si(I), i = 1, ...,M, be all its sons. Let a = (〈w〉µ ,I ,〈σ〉µ ,I),
bi = (〈w〉µ ,si(I),〈σ〉µ ,si(I)), i = 1, . . . ,M, be points–obviously–in ΩQ, where Q temporarily means
[w]A2 . Consider ci(t) = a(1− t)+ bit,0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and qi(t) := BQ(ci(t)). We want to use Taylor’s
formula
(37) qi(0)−qi(1) =−q′i(0)−
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
q′′i (t)dt .
Notice two things: Sublemma shows that −q′′i (t) ≥ 0 always. Moreover, it shows that if t ∈
[0,1/2], then we have the following qualitative estimate holds
(38) −q′′i (t)≥ c(〈w〉µ ,I〈σ〉µ ,I)α
(
(〈w〉µ ,si(I)−〈w〉µ ,I)2
〈w〉2µ ,I
+
(〈σ〉µ ,si(I)−〈σ〉µ ,I)2
〈σ〉2µ ,I
)
This requires a small explanation. If we are on the segment [a,bi], then the first coordinate of such
a point cannot be larger than C 〈w〉µ ,I , where C depends only on doubling of µ (not w). This is
obvious. The same is true for the second coordinate with the obvious change of w to σ . But there
is no such type of estimate from below on this segment: the first coordinate cannot be smaller
than k 〈w〉µ ,I , but k may (and will) depend on the doubling of w (so ultimately on its [w]A2 norm.
In fact, at the “right" endpoint of [a,bi]. The first coordinate is 〈w〉µ ,si(I) ≤
∫
I wdµ/µ(si(I)) ≤
C
∫
I wdµ/µ(I)) = C 〈w〉µ ,I , with C only depending on the doubling of µ . But the estimate from
below will involve the doubling of w, which we must avoid. But if t ∈ [0,1/2], and we are on
the “left half" of interval [a,bi] then obviously the first coordinate is ≥ 12〈w〉µ ,I and the second
coordinate is ≥ 12〈σ〉µ ,I .
We do not need to integrate −q′′i (t) for all t ∈ [0,1] in (37). We can only use integration over
[0,1/2] noticing that −q′′i (t)≥ 0 otherwise. Then the chain rule
q′′i (t) = (BQ(ci(t))
′′ = (d2BQ(ci(t)(bi−a),bi−a)
immediately gives us (38) with constant c depending on the doubling of µ but independent of the
doubling of w.
Next step is to add all (37), with convex coefficients µ(si(I))µ(I) , and to notice that ∑Mi=1 µ(si(I))µ(I) q′i(0)=
∇BQ(a)∑Mi=1 ·(a−bi) µ(si(I))µ(I) = 0, because by definition
a =
M
∑
i=1
µ(si(I))
µ(I) bi .
Notice that the addition of all (37), with convex coefficients µ(si(I))µ(I) gives us now ( we take into
account (38) and positivity of −q′′i (t))
BQ(a)−
M
∑
i=1
µ(si(I))
µ(I) BQ(bi)≥ cc1 (〈w〉µ ,I〈σ〉µ ,I)
α
M
∑
i=1
(
(〈w〉µ ,si(I)−〈w〉µ ,I)2
〈w〉2µ ,I
+
(〈σ〉µ ,si(I)−〈σ〉µ ,I)2
〈σ〉2µ ,I
)
.
We used here the doubling of µ again, by noticing that µ(si(I))µ(I) ≥ c1 (recall that si(I) and I are almost
balls of comparable radii). We rewrite the previous inequality using our definition of ∆Iw,∆Iσ
listed above as follows
µ(I)BQ(a)−
M
∑
i=1
µ(si(I))BQ(bi)≥ cc1 (〈w〉µ ,I〈σ〉µ ,I)α
(
(∆Iw)2
〈w〉2µ ,I
+
(∆Iσ)2
〈σ〉2µ ,I
)
µ(I) .
Notice that BQ(a) = 〈w〉µ ,I〈σ〉µ ,I . Now we iterate the above inequality and get for any of Christ’s
dyadic I’s:
∑
J⊂I ,J∈D
(〈w〉µ ,J〈σ〉µ ,J)α
(
(∆Jw)2
〈w〉2µ ,J
+
(∆Jσ)2
〈σ〉2µ ,J
)
µ(J)≤C Qα µ(I) .
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This is exactly the Carleson property of the measure {τI} indicated in our Lemma 8.3, with Car-
leson constant C Qα . The proof showed that C depended only on α ∈ (0,1/2) and on the doubling
constant of measure µ .

Now, using this lemma, we start to estimate our SL’s and RL’s. For SL(ψσ) we already had
estimate (35).
To estimate RL(φw) let us denote by PL maximal stopping intervals K ∈ D ,K ⊂ L, where the
stopping criteria are 1) either |∆Kw|〈w〉µ ,K ≥
1
m+n+1 , or
|∆K σ |
〈σ〉µ ,K ≥
1
m+n+1 , or 2) g(K) = g(L)+m.
Lemma 8.4. If K is any stopping interval then
(39)
∑
I⊂K,ℓ(I)=2−mℓ(L)
|〈φw〉µ ,I | |∆Iw|〈w〉µ ,I
µ(I)√
µ(L)
≤ 2eα(m+n+1)〈|φ |w〉µ ,K
√
µ(K)√
µ(L)
√
τK〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L .
Proof. If we stop by the first criterion, then
∑
I⊂K,ℓ(I)=2−mℓ(L)
|〈φw〉µ ,I | |∆Iw|〈w〉µ ,I
µ(I)√
µ(L)
≤ 2 ∑
I⊂K,ℓ(I)=2−mℓ(L)
|〈φw〉µ ,I |µ(I) 1µ(K)
µ(K)√
µ(L)
≤
≤ 2〈|φ |w〉µ ,K µ(K)√µ(L) ≤ 2(m+n+1)〈|φ |w〉µ ,K
( |∆Kw|
〈w〉µ ,K +
|∆Kσ |
〈σ〉µ ,K
) µ(K)√
µ(L)
≤
≤ 2(m+n+1)〈|φ |w〉µ ,K
√
µ(K)√
µ(L)
√
τK〈w〉−α/2µ ,K 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,K .
Now replacing 〈w〉−α/2µ ,K 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,K by 〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L does not grow the estimate by more than
eα as all pairs of son/father intervals larger than K and smaller than L will have there averages
compared by constant at most 1± 1
m+n+1 . And there are at most m such intervals between K and
L.
If we stop by the second criterion, then K is one of I’s, g(I) = g(L)+m, and
|〈φw〉µ ,I | |∆Iw|〈w〉µ ,I
µ(I)√
µ(L)
≤ |〈φw〉µ ,K | µ(K)√µ(L) |∆Kw|〈w〉µ ,K ≤ 〈|φ |w〉µ ,K
√
µ(K)√
µ(L)
√
τK〈w〉−α/2µ ,K 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,K .
Now we replace 〈w〉−α/2µ ,K 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,K by 〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L as before.

Now
RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L ∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |w〉µ ,K
√
µ(K)√
µ(L)
√
τK
≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L
(
∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |w〉2µ ,K
µ(K)
µ(L)
)1/2
(τ˜L)
1/2 ,
where
τ˜L = ∑
K∈PL
τK .
Notice that the sequence {τ˜L}L∈D form a Carleson sequence (measure) with constant at most
C(m+1)Qα .
Now we make a trick! We will estimate the right hand side as
RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L
(
∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |w〉pµ ,K
µ(K)
µ(L)
)1/p
(τ˜L)
1/2 ,
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where p = 2− 1
m+n+1 . In fact,(
∑
K⊂L,K is maximal
〈|φ |w〉2µ ,K
µ(K)
µ(L)
)p/2
≤ ∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |w〉pµ ,K
(
µ(K)
µ(L)
)p/2
.
But if if 0≤ j≤m, then (C− j)− 1m+n+1 ≤C, and therefore in the formula above
(
µ(K)
µ(L)
)1− 12(m+n+1)
≤
C µ(K)µ(L) , and C depends only on the doubling constant of µ . So the trick is justified. Therefore,
using Cauchy inequality, one gets
RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L
(
∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |pw〉µ ,K〈w〉p−1µ ,K
µ(K)
µ(L)
)1/p
(τ˜L)
1/2 .
We can replace all 〈w〉p−1µ ,K by 〈w〉p−1µ ,L paying the price by constant. This is again because all
intervals larger than K and smaller than L will have there averages compared by constant at most
1± 1
m+n+1 . And there are at most m such intervals between K and L. Finally,
(40) RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L
(
∑
K∈PL
〈|φ |pw〉µ ,K µ(K)µ(L)
)1/p
〈w〉1−
1
p
µ ,L (τ˜L)
1/2
We need the standard notations: if ν is an arbitrary positive measure we denote
Mν f (x) := sup
r>0
1
ν(B(x,r))
∫
B(x,r)
| f (x)|dν(x) .
In particular Mw will stand for this maximal function with dν = w(x)dµ .
From (40) we get
(41) RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉1−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉−α/2µ ,L infL Mw(|φ |
p)1/p(τ˜L)
1/2
Now
(42)
SL(ψσ)RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉1−α/2µ ,L 〈σ〉1−α/2µ ,L
infL Mw(|φ |p)1/p
〈σ〉1/2µ ,L
(τ˜L)
1/2
√
∑
J⊂L...
|(ψσ ,hσJ )|2 ,
(43) RL(ψσ)RL(φw)≤C(m+n+1)〈w〉1−αµ ,L 〈σ〉1−αµ ,L infL Mw(|φ |
p)1/p inf
L
Mσ (|ψ |p)1/pτ˜L .
Now we use the Carleson property of {τ˜L}L∈D . We need a simple folklore Lemma.
Lemma 8.5. Let {αL}L∈D define Carleson measure with intensity B related to dyadic lattice D
on metric space X. Let F be a positive function on X. Then
(44) ∑
L
(inf
L
F)αL ≤ 2B
∫
X
F dµ .
(45) ∑
L
infL F
〈σ〉µ ,L αL ≤C B
∫
X
F
σ
dµ .
Now use (42). Then the estimate of III ≤ ∑L SL(ψσ)RL(φw) will be reduced to estimating
(m+n+1)Q1−α/2
(
∑
L
infL Mw(|φ |p)2/p
〈σ〉µ ,L τ˜L
)1/2
≤ (m+n+1)2 Q
(∫
R
(Mw(|φ |p))2/pwdµ
)1/2
≤ ( 1
2− p)
1/p(m+n+1)2 Q
(∫
R
φ2 wdµ
)1/2
≤ (m+n+1)3 Q
(∫
R
φ2 wdµ
)1/2
.
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Here we used (45) and the usual estimates of maximal function Mµ in Lq(µ) when q ≈ 1. Of
course for II we use the symmetric reasoning.
Now IV : we use (43) first.
∑
L
RL(ψσ)RL(φw)≤ (m+n+1)Q1−α ∑
L
inf
L
Mw(|φ |p)1/p inf
L
Mσ (|ψ |p)1/pτ˜L
≤C(m+n+1)2Q
∫
R
(Mw(|φ |p))1/p (Mσ (|ψ |p))1/pw1/2σ 1/2dµ
≤C(m+n+1)2Q
(∫
R
(Mw(|φ |p))2/p wdµ
)1/2(∫
R
(Mσ (|ψ |p))2/p σdµ
)1/2
≤C(m+n+1)4 Q
(∫
R
φ2 wdµ
)1/2(∫
R
ψ2 σdµ
)1/2
.
Here we used (44) and the usual estimates of maximal function Mµ in L2/p(µ) when p≈ 2, p < 2.
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